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Rural Housing In Louisiana*
By
ELLEN LeNOIR and T. LYNN SMITH
INTRODUCTION
This study is an attempt to set forth in detail some of the most important
features of the homes in which the rural families of Louisiana live. It at-
tempts to determine the adequacy of rural housing in Louisiana, in so far as
the home may be judged by the condition of the house, the space that it pro-
vides for the life of its occupants, the kinds of rooms it contains, and the
extent to which it has been equipped with modern conveniences. An attempt
will be made to indicate some of the factors responsible for variations in the
housing conditions in the different portions of the state.
1. Objectives of the study: Among the specific objectives of the study
are the following
:
A. To describe some of the outstanding features of rural homes
in Louisiana.
B. To determine the significant differences in the housing of
whites and Negroes, owners and tenants.
C. To examine the associations of housing factors with the various
types of farming and with differences in the cultural heritage.
2. Importance of the study: A foundation of facts is needed as a basis
for the Louisiana home demonstration program of the immediate future and
for the establishment of ultimate goals for the service of the home demon-
stration agents to the rural families of the state. Home improvements have
been planned by rural home-makers and advised by extension workers on the
basis of the information that they had. In many cases the exact information
available has been very limited. In recent years the changes in Louisiana
rural life as in the whole of American rural life have been so significant that
the home-maker and the extension worker need more definite information
upon which to predicate their plans. Improved means of communication and
transportation have brought the rural family and the city family so close to-
gether that it behooves the rural householder and the rural sociologist to in-
quire into the results of different housing standards.
In recent years paved highways and improved roads have brought most
of Louisiana's rural families within reasonable distance of the amusements
of urban centers. Low-priced automobiles have contributed to a change in
the kind of recreation that is common among farm residents. The develop-
ment of the present educational system of the state has brought about changes
in the desires and possible attainments of rural youth. Expenditures for all
j j
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of these items compete actively with housing needs for the funds that rural
families have to spend. Whether young people will, in the future, be satis-
fied with farm life is a significant question. The comfort and style of rural
homes are important factors in this problem.
Agricultural policies have changed also, of necessity, along with the
changes mentioned above. The Agricultural Adjustment Administration, the
Rural Electrification Administration, and other New Deal agencies are bring-
ing about changes in rural organization and corresponding changes in the
plans of farm women for their homes—their houses and the life within them
and in the plans of the home demonstration agents who try to advise the
farm women. It is hoped that this study may contribute basic information
upon which to build programs of rural home improvement, sound programs
which will be based upon a knowledge of what is needed, what is desired,
what can be afforded, and how the three are related.
3. Scope. This study is limited to an analysis and a description of the
housing situation, with an analysis of a few outstanding factors that explain
variations of rural housing in Louisiana and the relationships between these
housing facts and some agricultural and sociological aspects of the areas
surveyed.
In the early months of 1934, a rural housing survey was conducted in
46 states by the Bureau of Home Economics, the Agricultural Extension Di-
vision of the Land Grant Colleges, and the Federal Emergency Relief Ad-
ministration of the states. This survey, planned by the Bureau of Home
Economics, covered one-tenth of the counties in each state, chosen to repre-
sent the various topographical divisions and types of agriculture in the state.
The six Louisiana parishes surveyed were selected by the State Extension
Office with this plan in mind.
R. L. Thompson lists four divisions 1 of Louisiana (with one of these sub-
divided) with regard to main types of agriculture; the areas of cotton (sub-
divided into upland cotton and delta cotton), of rice, of cane, and of small
fruits and vegetables. Because the plan for the survey provided for covering
six parishes and because there are two rather distinct groups within the par-
ishes of the upland cotton area, this cotton area as given by Dr. Thompson
was divided into the upland cotton and the cut-over sections. The six parishes
selected for the survey are as follows: Acadia, representing the rice area;
Beauregard, representing the type of farming on cut-over land; Claiborne,
representing the upland cotton area; Lafourche, representing the cane area;
Livingston, representing the area of small fruits and vegetables; and Tensas,
representing the delta cotton area. These six parishes are fairly represen-
tative of the main types of farming in the state. It is interesting to note
that the 16,403 houses for which schedules were taken constitute almost one-
tenth of the farm houses of the state, according to the last census before the
survey. 2
4. Methodology. During the latter part of 1933 plans were sent to the
states by Dr. Louise Stanley, Chief, Bureau of Home Economics, for the rural
housing survey which was made in the early part of 1934. An account of
1 R. L. Thompson, "The Agricultural Credit' Situation in Louisiana," Louisiana State
University Agricultural Experiment Station Bulletin No. 208, 1930, p. 6.
2 Fifteenth Census of the United States; 1930, Population Bulletin, "Families," Louisi-
ana, p. 10.
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the organization of the survey in this state is quoted from the report of Miss
Fournet and Mrs. Coxe. 3
Dr. Louise Stanley, Chief of the Bureau of Home Economics noti-
fied Mr. J. W. Bateman, Director of Agricultural Extension Division of
Louisiana State University, of the approval by the Civil Works Adminis-
tration of a Federal project on Rural Housing. This was about the mid-
dle of December, 1933. She requested him to appoint a member of the
Home Demonstration Staff as State Director of the project and an
Agricultural engineer as Vice Director. Mr. Bateman, after conferring
with Miss Ellen LeNoir, State Home Demonstration Agent, appointed
Miss Estelle Fournet, Special Agent, as State Director and C. J. Hutch-
inson, Agricultural Engineer, as Vice Director.
In accordance with Dr. Stanley's instructions, the Preliminary Plan-
ning Committee for Louisiana was made up of the following persons:
Miss Estelle Fournet, State Director of the Farm Housing Survey.
C. J. Hutchinson, Vice Director of the Farm Housing Survey.
J. W. Bateman, State Director of Agricultural Extension.
Miss Ellen LeNoir, State Home Demonstration Agent.
Dr. Helen M. Carter, Head of the Home Economics Department.
H. T. Barr, Representative of the Agricultural Engineering Depart-
ment.
This committee discussed various phases of the project and decided
to ask Mrs. Hazel Grimm Coxe, former Assistant State Supervisor of
Home Economics, to act as State Supervisor.
On Thursday, December 21, 1933, Miss LeNoir, Miss Fournet, and
Mrs. Coxe attended a conference in New Orleans conducted by Miss Nell
Pickens of Alabama. Miss Pickens had been sent out by the Washing-
ton office to hold instruction meetings. Representatives from Texas,
Mississippi, and Florida were also there.
During the week of December 25, Miss Fournet or Mrs. Coxe visited
each of the six parishes selected for the survey. Contacts were made with
the Civil Works Administration Administrators, and the National Re-
employment Service Directors. Whenever possible, conferences were
held with the home and farm agents and the parish superintendents of
schools. An effort was made to get in touch with unemployed school
teachers, and unemployed stenographers or women with clerical expe-
rience. A chairman and building engineer were selected for each parish.
On Tuesday, January 2, a State Training meeting was held in Baton
Rouge. All parish chairmen and building engineers were present. There
was a full discussion of the information dealing with the Farm Housing
Survey which, up to that time, had been received by the State Director.
Enumerators paid by the Civil Works Administration, as were all of the
paid workers on the project (the members of the Planning Committee were
lent to this work by Louisiana State University), were sent out to visit every
rural home in the six selected parishes. The farmer or his wife was inter-
viewed cr in some cases both were consulted. Some homes were visited again
by the parish supervisor or the engineer for checking. The schedules used
were sent from the Bureau of Home Economics and contained items on
various phases of the house and grounds and also questions concerning needed
and desired improvements. They were checked and compiled in the parish
offices an)d for the state in the state office; they were then checked and
compiled in the Bureau of Home Economics and preliminary and sectional
summaries were returned to the state.
3 Estelle Fournet and Hazel G. Coxe, "Summary Report of Farm Housing Survey," (un-
published manuscript) copy sent to Bureau of Home Economics, copy retained in file of
Louisiana St'ate Home Demonstration Agent, 1934.
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These 16,403 individual schedules, the ward and parish summaries, and
the state summary furnish a good store of material for a number of studies
of Louisiana housing from various angles. 4
In this present study, the analysis was limited to the parish summaries
and to certain items regarding tenure and race of occupants, age of house and
material of which it was built, number and purpose of rooms and, to that
extent, the degree in which the house meets the needs of the family, and a
few outstanding conveniences in housing. These data were grouped into
tables in order that correlations and associations might be considered. The
tabulations were compiled for the whole group, by parishes and by racial and
tenure groups. The compilations and percentages were done by mechanical
means. An attempt was made to associate the data with significant agricul-
tural and sociological aspects of the problem under analysis.
OWNERSHIP OF LOUISIANA HOMES
One fundamental aspect of the housing question is whether the family
owns or rents the home in which it lives. Aside from the differences of be-
havior of the families who live in their own homes and those who live in
rented houses, and the differences in the feeling of those families, there are
differences that relate to the housing itself.
The facts pertaining to the tenure of the families were tabulated and
are presented in Table I. The data are classified separately for the two
races.
Of the 16,403 homes surveyed, 10,333 are homes of white families and
6,070 are homes of colored families, mostly Negroes, with a few Indians and
"Redbones." The homes that are owned by the families occupying them total
6,055, or 36.9 per cent, and rented homes amount to 10,348, or 63.1 per cent
of the total. Thus, approximately one-third of the rural homes in Louisiana
are occupied by families who own them.
On analysis of the ownership data according to race, some significant
differences are found. It is seen that of the white families, 5,354, or 51.8
per cent own their homes and of the colored families only 701 or 11.5 per cent
own their homes. Thus home ownership in the rural portions of Louisiana
is nearly five times as high among white as among colored families.
4 Some human interest stories showing the attitudes of the residents interviewed about
their houses were brought out in t'he state report of the survey:
"One of the enumerators in Tensas parish was visiting the home of an old Negro, who
owned his home and a small farm. She explained to him carefully the purpose of the Farm
Housing Survey and was rather gratified by his keen interest. When she had finished, he
answered, 'Well I'll declare! I alius knowed George Washington was de father of dis coun-
try but dis yer Mista Rusevelt is bof de mammy and de pappy.'
"Another Negro man who was a tenant in Tensas parish amused the enumerator when,
after explanation of the survey to him, he volunteered . . . 'Yo' no, Mista Huee Long, an'
he's gov'ment jes does ev'thin fo'usus'."
The following letter is in contrast to many that were received from school superintend-
ents and other leaders showing an appreciation of the objectives of the survey:
"Miss Estelle fournel
:
"Dear madom i Am hear By ask you in the State to help me i Am ask you Both to
Build me A three room house on my father farm are buy me a lot in the town of homer i
would like it as well for i am a cripple woman with three children to loak out for an yo no
we all have a hard time Because i am unable to work an i hope that you will help me i
have Ben in this cripple Every since i was five year old and now is 34 and i think the
State woulden mine fealen my scempthy an give me a home of my own i hope that they
wtould give me a lot in the town of homer so i can send my children to School if i just could
get the lat town and a house on it i could rase chicken for our Susport on other Side lines
but if you cant give me a lot please give me a three room house on the farm and do it
as soon as you can becuse it an no geten alone where it to Kings in the gumf.
So please let me hear from you by return mail I read where it seavel millions of dol-
lars is coming to help the needess people an i hope and no i am one so help me all you
can."






















































































































































































Associated with the difference between whites and Negroes is the fact
that home ownership is relatively high in the parishes in which family farms
prevail, as in the rich land of the trucking section, in the hilly portions of the
state, and on the cut-over land. On the other hand, home ownership is low
in the lowland sections where cotton and cane are grown. In the Red River
and Mississippi deltas these crops have, for generations, been produced on a
large scale, under a plantation system where one entrepreneur supervises the
work of many manual laborers. Most of the laborers in the cotton fields and
the cane fields have been Negroes, slaves before the Civil War and share
croppers or wage hands since that time. Thus home ownership is lowest in
Tensas Parish, which is almost entirely cotton-growing in its agriculture ; next
lowest in Claiborne, representing cotton plus diversification; next in Lafour-
che, which represents the cane plantations with enough small truck farms to
bring total ownership up to 41.0 per cent; and over 50 per cent in only Liv-
ingston and Beauregard parishes, where trucking and general farming on a
rather small scale are practiced.
In the matter of fertility of soil, again the data show ownership to be
lowest in Tensas where the land is most fertile and highest in Beauregard
where the land generally is poorest. In Lafourche, where the land is more
fertile than in any other of the six parishes, except Tensas, the percentage of
ownership is not so low as in Acadia and Claiborne because at least two other
factors affect ownership in Lafourche; the French influence in Lafourche
tends toward small farms, and the suitability of the rich soil and the climate
of Lafourche to production of truck crops breaks up areas that would other-
wise be plantations with large numbers of tenants and low percentage of own-
ership. In general, cotton and cane plantations have preempted the better
soils of the state, a fact which makes the findings regarding the ownership
of homes readily understandable.
In conclusion, certain definite facts regarding ownership are brought out
by examination of the data from the parishes surveyed. The data show that,
for the total of the six parishes, 36.9 per cent of the rural homes are owned
by their occupants. Home ownership is approximately five times as prevalent
among whites as among Negroes. Of the homes of white families 51.8 per
cent are owned; and of the homes of colored families, only 11.5 per cent are
owners' homes. Ownership is high in the poor-land sections of the state.
It is high also in the fertile sections that have been given over to truck crops
and the areas where the French ancestry of the people is responsible for a
cultural pattern in which the land system is based upon small plots cultivated
by the family.
AGE OF RURAL HOUSES
In this section data concerning the ages of houses in the six sample par-
ishes are presented and analyzed. On the whole these data show certain
facts in regard to age to be fairly constant throughout the six parishes, and
also show certain relationships between the age of the house and the standard
of living of the family. Unfortunately, information regarding age is lacking
for 84 houses of colored tenants in Livingston parish, making the total num-
ber of houses classified as to age 16,319, instead of the 16,403 houses of the
survey. Despite this defect, the data still constitute a significant body of
concrete information concerning this aspect of rural housing in Louisiana.
In Table II are presented the data concerning the ages of houses in the state.
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To facilitate comparisons these data are classified according to the race and
tenure status of the occupants.
All in all, the farm houses of Louisiana are relatively new; 52.7 per
cent are less than 25 years old. Nearly one-fourth (22.9 per cent) are less
than 10 years old. Even among the older houses, in the totals for the six
parishes, only 11.9 per cent are more than 50 years old.
The age of the house is correlated in important ways with certain social
and economic factors. For example, new houses are found most frequently
in the parishes where ownership is highest (Beauregard and Livingston par-
ishes). Beauregard Parish represents the cut-over section settled in recent
years since the timber was removed, and a part of Livingston Parish is in the
trucking area. Many of these new houses in Beauregard, therefore, of both
owners and tenants, are the shacks that were thrown up on the poor farms
from which the lumber mills had recently moved. In Livingston, some are
the homes of foreigners who recently have come into the strawberry section.
On the other hand, the relatively high percentages of old houses are
associated with fertile soil and, to some extent, with the plantation system.
The highest percentage of old houses in the six parishes surveyed is in Tensas,
where 52.9 per cent are from 25 to 49 years old, and 19.2 per cent are 50
years old or over. Old houses are also prevalent in Lafourche, where 40.1
per cent are from 25 to 49 years old and 25.9 per cent are 50 years old or
over. Because the highest percentages of old houses, those 50 years old or
more, are in Lafourche among cane plantations with their old mansions and
among French families who have passed their smaller farms on from father
to son, and in Tensas, where there are cotton plantations, the adequacy of
housing should not be judged too much in terms of the age of the homes.
The relationship between tenure and the age of the houses is interesting.
The percentages of new houses are higher among owners, both white and
colored, than among tenants of either group. But in the two piney woods or
cut-over parishes, Beauregard and Livingston, the houses of both white and
colored tenants are newer than those of the owners. The same is true in
Acadia and Claiborne parishes.
It is interesting to compare the ages of houses occupied by white fam-
ilies with those of houses occupied by Negroes. The data in Table II indi-
cate that the homes of the white owners are slightly newer than those of
colored owners, although the difference is very slight; and in Claiborne and
Tensas, the two cotton parishes, the percentages of new houses among col-
ored owners are higher than among white owners.
Among tenants, 53.4 per cent of the whites live in houses less than 25
years old, as compared with 45.6 per cent of the colored tenants. The re-
lationship, however, is not constant throughout the six parishes. In three
parishes (Acadia, Beauregard, and Claiborne) the percentage of new houses
among white tenants is lower than among colored tenants. The most sig-
nificant difference is in Lafourche and Tensas, the two plantation parishes;
in both of these, the percentage of new houses occupied by white tenants is
much higher than the percentage occupied by colored tenants.
In summarizing the findings of the survey with regard to the age of
rural houses, it is seen that more than half of them are less than 25 years
old, with 22.9 per cent under 10 years old and 29.8 per cent 10 to 24 years
old; that new houses are fairly evenly divided among owners and tenants
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and among white and colored; that the highest percentages of new houses
are in Beauregard and Livingston and the highest percentages of old houses
in Lafourche and Tensas. It appears that old houses are associated with the
plantation system and with an established agriculture.
CONSTRUCTION OF LOUISIANA HOMES
The material of which houses are built is a factor of some significance
in a study of housing. To some extent it is indicative of the available build-
ing materials but it also reflects the standards of the families residing in the
houses, and it is also partially determined by the culture of the families, re-
flecting the folkways that have persisted for generations.
Driving through the rural sections of Louisiana one sees mainly frame
houses, a very few log houses, and rarely one of brick. Analysis of the data
regarding the materials of which rural houses are built in the six parishes
surveyed confirms this observation. (See Table III.) Of the 16,403 rural
houses, 98.3 per cent are frame, with less than 0.1 per cent brick or earth.
Among all the houses, there is not one of stone or concrete. This reflects
the condition that prevails over most of rural Louisiana. Timber is plentiful;
sawmills have been located in the wooded sections; and it has been easy to get
lumber for building houses, structures quite similar to the houses in which
the progenitors of these people had lived before they came to Louisiana. In a
section of Louisiana where cultural heritage goes back to Virginia, one sees
a few more brick houses on the plantations (as in East Feliciana). But in
the parishes of this survey, most of the native white families came from the
other states of the deep South, and they built houses of wood when they set-
tled to develop new homes. The French culture, too, is associated with frame
dwellings; southern Louisiana has never known the log house. Even the man-
sions on the plantations have usually been of frame construction, some times
of hand-hewn cypress and decorated by carving and paint, but using the avail-
able and accustomed timber.
Some of the early settlers of Louisiana came from log homes in the up-
land sections of the other Southern States. They built log homes for their
families; a few of these are still standing and a few log houses have been
built later by their descendants. This is brought out by the fact that the
only log houses found in the six parishes are in Beauregard, Claiborne, and
Livingston, where there are still residues of upland culture. Furthermore,
these log houses are occupied almost exclusively by people who own them.
Perhaps the fact that these parishes have few houses over 50 years old still
standing accounts for there being such a small percentage of log houses, only
1.6 per cent for the six parishes; just as the persistence of upland culture in
the region least accessible to population centers explains why the largest per-
centage of log houses is in Beauregard. Isolation is a fact of primary im-
portance in explaining lack of cultural change.
Acadia, on the prairies, and Lafourche and Tensas, in the alluvial sec-
tions, have no log houses. But Acadia, with its families from the Middle West
and its French, and Lafourche, with its French inhabitants, have just enough
houses of earth to indicate the survival of that usage.
Next to the almost universal use of frame construction in Louisiana's
rural houses, an interesting feature is the use—or lack of use—of paint.

















































































































































In all of the six parishes, there are more homes of white families painted
than homes of colored; the percentages run in the following order—though
all are comparatively low: white owners, white tenants, colored owners, and
colored tenants. There is a single exception; in Claiborne, the percentage
of colored owners whose houses are painted is larger than the percentage
among white tenants. The group of Negro owners throughout northwest
Louisiana is a progressive group who are making an effort to raise the stand-
ard of living of their people.
The slight difference between white tenants and colored owners in the
matter of painted houses is less significant than the variations among the
six parishes, i; There are three parishes in which the percentage of painted
houses runs above the percentage for the total and three in which it runs
below. The three in which it runs above are Lafourche, Beauregard, and
Acadia. This is an interesting example of the persistence of traits that people
brought with them from their former homes when they came to settle in
Louisiana. In Lafourche, the French people are accustomed to making their
homes neat and one of the ways of doing it is by painting. In Beauregard,
besides the strain of southern upland stock who built the log houses, there
is a group of more recent settlers, only a few generations away from sturdy
German peasant stock, who came to Louisiana from the Midwest. These fam-
ilies brought with them the tradition of painted houses. In Acadia there are
both French and Midwestern families. In the other three parishes, most of
the white families came from other states of the deep South, where paint is
somewhat of a luxury.
;
In summarizing these facts regarding construction of houses, it may be
said that the frame house is the house of rural Louisiana; that in sections
where there persists some of the culture of the southern uplands a few log
houses are found; that in sections of French and Midwestern influence a few
earth houses ; survive, but so few that they, are of very little importance; that
the brick houses are too few to be of significance; and that, except in sections
where French and Midwestern influences are strong, less than 20 per cent
of the houses are painted.
ADEQUACY OF LOUISIANA'S RURAL HOMES
Adequacy of housing is largely subjective and might be measured by
different persons in a variety of ways. It is, nevertheless, a highly import-
ant aspect of the housing problem. In this study, an attempt is made to
form some judgments in this respect by using as indices a few definite items
that were reported upon in the survey.
The first item considered is the number of rooms in the house in con-
nection with the number of occupants ; for whether the family has space for
its members to live in comfortable and decent privacy, or whether the mem-
bers are crowded together, is an important measure of the way in which the
house meets the needs of the family.
Whether the house has a separate living room is an important factor
in measuring the way in which the house not only meets the needs of the
family, but also helps to establish the standard of living. There is likely to
be one standard in the family that has a separate living room where the mem-
bers can gather for recreation, rest, companionship, reading, study, confer-

































































































































































































































































































































friends of the mother and father, sometimes the beau of the grown daughter,
and sometimes the playmates of the children. There is likely to be quite a
different standard in the family where there is no separate living room in the
home and where all of these activities, if participated in at home, must be
relegated to the bedroom, usually of the mother and father, sometimes of
the family.
Another measure of the adequacy of the dwelling is the presence or
absence of a dining room. If the rural home lacks a dining room, the eating
is done in the kitchen. The farm kitchen is frequently used for laundry work,
for the care of milk, and for many other kinds of work, making it difficult
to have a part of it that is set aside for the meals. Under these conditions
meals are likely to be more eating than dining, and it requires rather per-
sistent good breeding in the parents to enable them to teach the children cor-
rect table manners.
The bathroom is the next element considered in studying the adequacy .
of the house. Although for many years many persons have been clean with
only a bowl and pitcher in the bedroom, having water available and a place
prepared for bathing is conducive to the establishment of habits of personal
cleanliness. There are many different types of bathroom, according to the
means and desires of the families. The generally accepted idea of bathroom
is a room equipped with the three standard pieces of bathroom equipment;
but some rooms that do not conform to this pattern still serve the purpose.
That a good many bathrooms in rural homes are not equipped with a flush
toilet is revealed by the fact that the survey data do not show as many indoor
toilets as bathrooms. A few of these bathrooms have a shower but no tub
and some have a tub but no stationary lavatory. A few have even been seen
that have the fixtures, especially the tub, but have not the water piped in
yet. This permits the tub to be used, with the necessity for carrying the water
in but provision for it to run out. In this study a bathroom is interpreted to
mean any room that is set aside for bathing and equipped with tub or shower.
Porches are considered in this study of adequacy of houses because, in
the hot climate of Louisiana, they contribute immensely to the comfort of
the family. A front or side porch provides a place for the rural family to sit
for rest, reading, or recreation at noon, in the evening, or at such other
times as the work of the farm will permit; a back porch provides a compara-
tively cool place for doing some of the household work in more comfort than
is usually possible in the kitchen with its wood stove.
Still other yardsticks of adequacy might be considered, but the limita-
tions of this study will confine the measuring of the way in which the house
takes care of the needs of the family to these few items of the survey. On
the basis of most of them, adequacy shows a closer correlation with owner-
ship and race, or with economic status of the residents, than with cultural
heritage. This is made evident by examining the data in Table IV.
For the total houses of the six parishes, the average number of rooms in
each house is 4.2 and the average number of occupants is 4.7; stated in an-
other way, the average for the rural home in these six parishes is between
0.8 and 0.9 of a room per person, or 1.1 persons per room. The white owners
in Tensas average 1.5 rooms per person; those in Claiborne, 1.3; and in Liv-
ingston, the only one of the six parishes where the white owners have not
more rooms in their houses than occupants, the average is 0.9 of a room per
24
person. The white tenants are much more crowded than owners, for in each
of the six parishes as well as in the total, their average number of occupants
runs higher than their average number of rooms in the house. Among col-
ored owners, this same condition is true, with the exception of Tensas where
the average numbers of rooms and of occupants are equal. Among colored
tenants in every one of the six parishes, the average number of rooms in the
house is much smaller than the average number of occupants. The colored ten-
ants are in this respect, as in all others, by far the most poorly housed of the
racial and tenure groups. In all of the parishes except Beauregard, the
houses of colored owners average larger than those of white tenants. This
is an interesting fact, and one which is essentially in accordance with the
other comparisons that may be made between these two groups.
When it is considered that some of these rooms are kitchens, living rooms,
and dining rooms, it is realized that most of the rural houses lack sufficient
bedrooms for each to be occupied by not more than two persons or else they
lack a separate living room. 1
A front or side porch, a facility that contributes so much to the comfort
and pleasure of Louisiana families through the long, hot summer, is a fea-
ture of a higher percentage of rural homes than any other one of these rooms
that add to the enjoyment of life. This is true of the total houses of the
survey and of the total for each of the six parishes. It is true also of each
of the four groups, white owners and tenants, colored owners and tenants,
in all the parishes, with the one exception of colored owners in Claiborne.
Among colored owners in this parish a larger percentage of houses have a
dining room than a front or side porch. The percentages of both, however,
are very high in this group, 97.8 per cent of the homes having a dining room
and 90.9 per cent having a front or side porch.
The percentages of both living rooms and dining rooms are highest in
the parishes where ownership is highest. Also the percentages for the totals
of the six parishes are higher among owners, both white and colored, than
among tenants of either group. It is a surprise to find that they are higher
among colored than among white owners, although it must be remembered
that the number of colored owners is comparatively small (701 out of a total
of 16,403) and that these owners are outstanding members of their race.
The bathroom is the one of these rooms associated with a high standard
of living that these data show to be present in the smallest percentage of
rural homes in the six Louisiana parishes. Among the total 16,403 houses,
only 6.5 per cent have a bathroom. Among the parishes, the percentage is
highest in Lafourche (10.4 per cent) and lowest in Claiborne (3.0 per cent)
and Tensas (3.3 per cent). It is in Tensas, however, that the highest per-
centage among any one group is found, for 52.2 per cent of the white own-
ers have bathrooms in their houses. These white owners in Tensas are plan-
tation owners who handle their business on a large scale and, to some ex-
tent, carry this manner over into their social usages, living somewhat more
graciously than the smaller owners who must worry about smaller details, and
tending to make themselves more comfortable and to provide equipment de-
sired. -n*r'!
1 The Louisiana State University Agricultural Extension Service has tried to encourage
as part of a housing standard a living room ( sometimes combined with the dining room) that
is not u§ed for sleeping, and a bedroom for not more than two persons.
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In every one of the six parishes, the highest percentage of bathrooms
is among white owners. The next highest is among white tenants in half the
parishes, Beauregard, Livingston, and Tensas; and among colored owners in
the other half, Acadia, Claiborne, and Lafourche, with the totals for the six
parishes showing the highest percentage of bathrooms among, white owners
and the next highest among white tenants.
The other feature indicative of adequacy in housing that will be con-
sidered here is whether the house has a back porch. A back porch is a part
of the working space of the woman who prepares the meals and does some
other work of the home, and in the South in summer it is the comfortable
part of that space. Making the woman's workshop comfortable has not been
considered (or has not been accomplished) by almost two-thirds of the rural
families in these six parishes, for, of the 16,403 houses, only 33.8 per cent
have a back porch. It is an indication of something fine in their living
that over three-fourths of the houses have a place for comfortable leisure
for the whole family, with a front or side porch; but the same cannot be
said in regard to making the work of the household comfortable, with only
one-third having a back porch.
In summarizing these data regarding adequacy of housing it may be said
that, in most respects, owners' homes are more nearly adequate than ten-
ants', and white homes are more nearly adequate than colored. Colored
owners' houses, however, are more nearly adequate than those of white ten-
ants, in most of these measurements.
In the number of rooms and the number of occupants in the house, the
houses of white owners are most nearly adequate, with the average number
of rooms running a little higher than the average number of occupants. The
two cut-over parishes are an exception in this case. The homes of colored
owners in most cases average a little larger than those of white tenants,
though for both groups, in most cases, the average number of rooms is lower
than the average number of occupants; for colored tenants it is much lower.
More than three-fourths of the houses are provided with front porches, al-
though only about one-third are provided with back porches for work space.
Bathrooms are present in large percentages in the homes of white owners.
A higher percentage of white tenants than of colored owners have bathrooms,
but this situation is reversed in three of the parishes. Living rooms and
dining rooms are associated with ownership, both white and colored, but are
found in only a small percentage of the houses.
CONVENIENCES IN LOUISIANA RURAL HOMES
Conveniences in the home are to some extent an index of the family's
standard of living. It is true, of course, that they indicate the financial
condition of the family, but, also, even among families of similar financial
ability, the standard is closely related to the ways chosen for spending the
income. Some of the things spoken of as conveniences are considered nec-
essities by some families and luxuries by others. In this study consideration
is given to five outstanding conveniences that are, intrinsically, matters of
housing. These are water in the houses, toilets, kitchen sinks, lights, and
refrigeration.
Water piped into the house so that a plentiful supply is available at the















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The lowest estimate that has been found of the amount of water used by
the average farm family per day is 23 gallons. 1 The United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture gives the average daily consumption in the modern home
as 40 gallons per person. To carry 23 gallons in a two-gallon bucket would re-
quire twelve trips to the well or, if the woman is strong enough to carry two
buckets at a time, at least six trips. If she makes only six trips over the 160
feet that the water must be carried for the average Louisiana rural house, the
six trips to the well and back to the house will total 1,920 feet, or a little more
than one-third of a mile, that will be walked in one day by the person who
carries the water for that average house. In a year, this would mean 130
miles of walking not counting the load. If water is not piped in, it must be
brought in by hand labor for all purposes—bathing, food preparation, dish-
washing, laundry (unless done in the yard) and house cleaning, as well as
drinking. Needless to say, the family that has to carry all the water does not
use so much as the family that can get it by turning a faucet.
An indoor toilet is, of course, dependent upon having water piped into
the house. It is not only a convenience but is also a health provision.
The kitchen sink is one of the work centers where so many hours of the
housewife's labor are spent that its presence or absence in the rural home is
an important index of the family's sense of values.
Lights, of some kind, have been considered necessary since man began
to be civilized. The leisure time of most families comes after daylight has
gone ; so the kind of lights used in the house helps to determine the kind an'd
degree of recreation or of leisure-time occupation of a good many members
of the household. Kerosene or gasoline lamps furnish a fairly good light for
a limited number of persons; acetelene gas and, in some sections of Louisiana,
natural gas furnish light more nearly over the whole room; electricity is the
modern light which enables a family to use the evening hours for pleasure
and profit.
Refrigeration is a great convenience and a means of saving food in almost
any home anywhere. In Louisiana it is a real comfort, as well. In the hot
days of summer, a drink of cold water is just about as pleasant a thing as
one can wish and satisfies many a man coming in from his work, many a
woman as she goes about her household tasks, and many a child, well or sick.
Each of these conveniences will be briefly discussed with regard to the
total houses of the survey. Then the data for each will be broken down' ac-
cording to racial and tenure groups. The basic data are presented in Table
V.
1 In the winter of 1924-25, a conference of farm men and women and extension workers
was held m Auburn, Alabama, at which a program was drawn up. The committee on theFarm Home, reported in part as follows
:
d"
By a study of livin 8' cost of 187 farm families in 1924, made cooperatively by the
• u ,
DePartment of Agriculture and the Alabama Extension Service, and by more than
eight hundred answers made by farm women to a questionnaire sent out' by the Alabama
Extension Service, the following facts have been found: . . . 'That only 6.9 per cent of
Alabama farm homes have running water, although 34 per cent of the women answering
the questionnaire desired running water above any other improvement. The Department
of Agrcultural Engineering has estimated that 11 V2 two-gallon buckets of water are used
per day m the average farm home and are drawn from a well 30 ft. deep and carried 61 feet.
This work is estimated t'o consume one hour of the farm woman's time, and in a year to
have taken 46 of her working days. In carrying the water she has walked 100 miles.The above work is equivalent to unloading 22 cars of coal, of 30 tons capacity each.' "
See The Agricultural and Farm Home Program for Alabama," Circular 77, Alabama Poly-
technic Institute, 1925. (by committees), pp. 37-38.
The study to which the committee referred was that of E. L. Kirkpatrick and Agnes
Ellen Harris, "Living Conditions and Cost of Living in Farm Homes of Selected Areas of
Alabama, unnumbered mimeograph, 19, Alabama Polytechnic Institute Extension Service,
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Water for all purposes in the home is carried by the great majority of
rural families in the six Louisiana parishes surveyed. Of the 16,403
houses
in the survey, 2.0 per cent have hand pumps in the dwelling and 5.4 per
cent
have cold water piped into the house. This leaves 92.6 per cent of
the homes
without water available in the houses and for which all water has to
be
carried.
Of course, for some of these houses the water has to be carried a very
short distance from a well or cistern in the yard; but for some it
must be
carried a long way, because the average distance from all the homes where
it is carried is 160 feet. It takes a good deal of energy an]i
determination
to be clean under these conditions. The remarkable thing is that the
same
amount of both energy and determination have not been expended in pump-
ing and piping the water to at least one faucet in the houses. Perhaps
this
desirable end would have been reached if the piping energy could have been
expended by the same person as the carrying energy; but the determination
necessary to keep the family clean with water that was carried might, if dif-
ferently directed, have resulted in piping if it had not been an accepted cus-
tom to carry water. Once established, such culture traits have a remarkable
ability to persist.
With only five per cent of the houses having piped water, of course most
of the toilets of Louisiana rural homes are out-houses. Of all the houses
of the survey, 80.3 per cent report outdoor toilets, 1.3 per cent report
indoor
toilets, and 18.5 per cent report none. Some of this lack can be accounted
for by provision of one toilet for more than one tenant house, where houses
are very close together; but good "quarters" provide a toilet for each house;
so in most of these cases, it is a matter of lack of sanitary facilities. There
are a few houses that have an indoor toilet and another outside, for the serv-
ants, making a total of more than 100 per cent. The lack of toilets for so
many houses is the worst feature of the Louisiana rural homes with regard
to conveniences. The modernization of the rural home, as indexed by sani-
tary indoor toilets, has only begun in Louisiana.
A kitchen sink with a drain relieves the housewife of a great part of
the labor of carrying water out of the house. This convenience is provided,
however, in only 3.7 per cent of the rural homes of the six parishes sur-
veyed, not even all those homes that have water piped into the dwelling. If
the family cannot afford piped water and a sink, the woman should carry
water and do it cheerfully; but a sink costs so little money! It would seem
that the owners of at least the one-fifth of the houses of the survey that
could afford paint for the house might have afforded a kitchen sink. The
conclusion is that this convenience for those who perform the household work
has not been demanded by the standard of living, the folkways of the rural
groups. This certainly applies in those houses where the decision was not
entirely a matter of having the money to spend.
The prevailing practices in this matter of conveniences, like many other
features of housing among rural families in the South, are rooted, at least
in part, in the poverty of the farm people following the Civil War. With
no money, no stock, no laborers, and insufficient food supplies for health and
energy, generations of southern agricultural families have not been able to
Jceep up the liouses that they already possessed. Through necessity they
de~
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veloped habits of bearing inconveniences, along with other hardships; and
through cultural compulsion the trait has persisted even past its necessity.
Lights are more prevalent than any other conveniences in the Louisiana
rural homes, if lamps may be considered efficient. Most of the homes, 95.1
per cent, use lamps—kerosene or gasoline; 0.7 per cent use gas, and 4.6 per
cent are lighted by electricity. A few of those having gas or electricity still
use lamps in parts of the house and so have two kinds of'1 lights. Only an
infinitesimal number have no lights. It is somewhat surprising that a few
houses have electric lights that have not a kitchen sink. Piped water, how-
ever, is one of the things that the great majority of the families became ac-
customed to doing without 1 while there was no money to put it in and be-
fore they acquired the knowledge that some people of similar station in life
had it. On the other hand, electricity is a newer thing and when the oppor-
tunity to wire the house for lights came along, some families that could af-
ford it had their houses wired; they had not realized that they could afford
the sink with piped water, which would have cost less but which they were
accustomed to doing without. Some credit for the slightly higher percentage
of electricity than of sinks may be given to the salesmen employed by power
lines.
It was in the spring of 1934 that this figure was reported—4.6 per cent
of the rural houses lighted by electricity. Since then, particularly in the win-
ter of 1936-37, through the activity of the Rural Electrification Administra-
tion, a good deal of interest has been aroused in electricity for farms. At
present (in the spring of 1937) that activity is still in the promotional stage in
Louisiana. And additional farmers have not yet begun to read by their new
electric lights.
The last of the conveniences considered in this study is refrigeration.
In this matter, Louisiana does better than in the other conveniences, except
lights. The lights are lamps, but cleaning lamps does not entail the work
of carrying water. Even though the percentage of rural houses with refrig-
eration is low, it is higher than the percentages of houses with piped water,
with kitchen sinks, or with any lights other than kerosene or gasoline lamps.
There are 10.8 per cent of the total houses of the six parishes with ice re-
frigerators and 0.8 per cent with mechanical refrigerators. During Louisiana's
hot summers, refrigeration is a great help in having cool water to drink and
in keeping food fresh, with the results of economy and a greater degree of
of adequacy in the diet. Because this is not a country of springs or of cellars
and because a good many of the cisterns are above the ground, families who
have no refrigeration cannot easily keep food from spoiling or in some cases
have cool water to drink. The survey data show that 88.4 per cent of the
rural families are in that unfortunate position.
When the data, are considered by parishes, it is seen that in the matter
of conveniences, Lafourche is at the head of the six parishes; Acadia and
Beauregard are about average; and Claiborne, Livingston, and Tensas are
below the average.
When the data are broken down according to the racial and tenure cate-
gories, it is seen that the only group that is living on a fairly high plane is the
1 A Minnesota farm woman is quoted as saying. "My boy came home this serine from
the School of Agriculture and the first thing he did was to install a drain in the kitchen.
I never knew how much extra work it required to carry the dish water, until this conveni-
ence was placed in my kitchen." See G. A. Lundquist, Special Bulletin No. 71, University
of Minnesota Agricultural Extension Division, 1923, p. 5.
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white owners. In all the conveniences listed above, the percentages of the
totals for the white owners are above the percentages of the grand totals
for the six parishes. The percentages for all the other groups, white ten-
ants, colored owners, and colored tenants, in all the conveniences are below
the totals with two exceptions. White tenants, although they have fewer
homes with piped water, are above the average in percentage of homes with
pumps. The other exception is more significant; the colored owners have a
higher percentage of toilets than the total homes for the six parishes; so
in this one matter of toilets, owners, both white and colored, are above the
averages for the state. 2 In all other conveniences, white owners are the only
group that, as a whole group, are above the average.
When the white owners of one parish are compared with those of another
parish and with the total of white owners for the six parishes, it is seen that
the parishes fall into three groups. The percentages of all these conveni-
ences among white owners are highest in Lafourche and Tensas; and they
are lowest in Beauregard and Livingston. This grouping of the parishes
would seem to indicate that conveniences in the rural homes are more in use
among owners of plantations than among owners of smaller farms.
In general, the significant differences in conveniences seem to be be-
tween white owners' homes and homes of other groups and more especially
between white owners' homes on fertile soil and those on poorer land. That
the "big house" on the cotton plantation is best equipped with conveniences
of the rural houses in the state is shown by the survey data. The percent-
ages are highest among the white owners of Tensas, who are big cotton plant-
ers, and next highest among the white owners of Lafourche, where there is
the mixture of cane plantations and small truck farms. These two parishes
of fertile soil show the white owners' homes far above the other groups in
the survey in the matter of conveniences.
In summarizing the data regarding conveniences in the rural homes of
the six surveyed Louisiana parishes, a few facts stand out. First, the rural
housing in these parishes is on a lower plane than any one interested in social
welfare could wish. Second, the conveniences which make the poorest showing
are water piped into the dwelling, a kitchen sink with a drain, and the toilet.
Third, it would seem that this lack of conveniences is due to habit of doing
without (cultural compulsion), as well as to financial inability. This seems
to be evidenced by the fact that more houses are without the kitchen sink, a
convenience that has been accessible longer and for less money, than electric
lights, which are comparatively recent and costly in rural districts. Fourth,
it is only among white owners that conveniences are present in a fairly high
percentage of houses, and then only among owners in the fertile delta areas
of the state.
CONCLUSION
Consideration of the data on rural housing in "Louisiana has led to cer-
tain definite conclusions. As the significant facts and associations were sum-
marized at the end of each section, those facts will not be repeated at length
here. Rather will this conclusion deal with a few generalizations, and because
2 It is possible that the C. W. A. program of building sanitary toilets had some bearing
on this high percentage of toilets among colored owners. It is more probably explained,
however, by the high type of Negroes who own their homes, for the C. W. A. program would
have increased the percentage among white and colored tenants along with colored owners.
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one of the objectives of this study was to lay some definite part of a founda-
tion for the Louisiana home demonstration program, some relationships be-
tween the data presented and the Extension activities will be barely indicated.
The outlining of the program itself is another study.
1. The body of published information about rural housing in general is
very small. In Louisiana, it is so meager that only one publication has been
found. The schedules of the federal housing survey present available data,
awaiting analysis.
2. Home ownership, over the state generally, is higher on poor soil than
on fertile soil. Where it is high on fertile soil, it is associated with truck
farming or with French culture of the population which includes a tradition
of owning a little land.
3. Under the present system of agriculture, plantation owners do not
make extensive improvements on the houses of tenants who (1) are not sup-
porting the additional outlay, (2) are extremely mobile and may move aWay
within a year or two, and (3) have for generations lacked the cultural back-
ground that is necessary for taking care of a house with adequate room and
modern conveniences. Furthermore, the owners on poor soil have, under the
present system, in many cases, hardly been able to hold possession of their
homes even without the added expense of making improvements.
4. The standard of living is not necessarily based entirely upon ability
to pay. "Desires for higher standards of living and the ability to pay must
go hand in hand." There is a lag in providing adequate space and installing
conveniences in the rural homes of the state that can be explained only by
cultural compulsion. The percentage of conveniences is higher among the
white owners than among any other racial or tenure group, but even in this
group it is lower than it should be for the continuing development of rural
life.
5. The data regarding age of the rural houses established the existence
o$ a certain tradition of pride in ownership that can be called upon to coun-
teract the inertia that has made rural people accept, without questioning, the
inconveniences of their homes. This pride in ownership is one of the founda-
tion stones upon which a program of rural home improvement may be built.
6. The home demonstration agent who understands the housing condi-
tions of her parish and the economic and social background of its people, can
advise farm families regarding the improvements that are within their reach.
More especially, she can influence the families to adopt sanitary practices and
labor-saving equipment that are more dependent upon desire than upon fi-
nancial expenditure. This will require education over a period of time. If,
however, the ability to measure the value of expenditure by the family satis-
faction derived is so directed as to improve the rural houses in Louisiana, per-
haps a contribution will be made toward a higher standard of living for the
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